
now you see me.  
now you don’t.  

a policy  based on a visual analysis of a form and its function. 
and its possible improvements as a 
mean to creating trust and civic participation.



Representatives and direct taxes shall be  
apportioned among the several States which may be  
included within this Union, according to their  
respective numbers, which shall be determined by 
adding to the whole number of free persons,  
including those bound to service for a term of years, 
and excluding Indians not taxed, three-fifths of all 
other persons. The actual enumeration shall  
be made within three years after the first meeting of 
the Congress of the United States, and within  
every subsequent term of ten years, in such manner as 
they shall by law direct.

taken from the u.s. constitution, article I section II
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this term eventually was phased out

all american indians were deemed taxable 3/5 abolished with slavery

governing definitions that became unsuitable
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idea that’s gone. 
idea that was kept.



1790



early to mid–19th century
incorporations:

agriculture
commerce
industry
natural resources
education
manufacturing
mortality
the use of printed schedules

the creation of sub-divisions of geography

I will get back to this last one a little later. 



1870 census
the beginning of visual breakthroughs

maps,
charts and 
diagrams.

taken from the 1874 u.s. census statistical atlas



1880



1890



1900



1910



1940 census
compensation through statistics
and documenting pride

newspaper clipping taken from ames, iowa circa 1932



1940



1950 census
technological breakthrough

the UNIVAC in action!



1950



1960 census
census by mail

i know the postage is wrong, still.



1960



1970 census
accounting for  
shapes and geographies 
within many
shapes and geographies



< continued
  accounting for  
  shapes and geographies 
  within many
  shapes and geographies



access to information 
pertaining to the
1970, 1980, 1990 & 2000 census

online
or

microfiche >



how do you create 

greater participation 

in the u.s. census 

through the translation and  

usage of 

graphic designs’
visual rhetoric



come to grips that design 
(at the moment) cannot solve  
these issues that relate to 
the undercount:
busy lifestyles
people on parole or probation
fabrication of interviews
unwillingness to be counted
residential mobility
political beef
pessimism in scientific and statical methods



find value and bring attention to what 
we know how to do best



—that informaion design is socialized by discourse 
communities that construct, adapt,  
and refine conventional practices and that  
enculturate users in those practices.

... this process of enculturation creates rhetorical  
efficiency as well as poses an interpretive problem 
because readers come to regard conventional  
forms as natural, direct representations of fact  
unmediated by the artificial lens of design. 
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us,

design

ethical

graphic designers

“methodologies”



utilize technology 
but decode along the way
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current lines 
of communication



current lines 
of communication



current lines 
of communication



proposed lines 
of communication
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